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ABSTRACT
Outright rejection from the editors’ desk, be�er known as pre-
screening or desk-rejection is an unfortunate yet common occur-
rence in academic peer review. In spite of having merit, many
papers are rejected from the desk merely because they are a mis-
�t to the scope of the journal. However, this phenomena costs
a considerable time of both the editors and the authors. In this
work, we present an investigation towards automation of desk re-
jection for out-of-scope submissions. We model the problem as a
binary classi�cation decision of an article being within scope or
outside. We carry our experiments on six di�erent Elsevier Com-
puter Science journals. Our approach based on supervised machine
learning outperforms a state-of-the-art by a wide margin in terms
of accuracy (at least ∼8%). We believe that our proposed method
is generic, and with requisite set-up could be applied to articles of
other journals. An appropriate system developed with our features
could also help prospective authors to check beforehand whether
they are submi�ing to the right venue.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Rejection is the norm in academic peer review, and desk rejection
is one such woe faced by most scholars during their career. �e
�rst step in the peer review process is the initial screening, usually
performed by the editors, where they decide whether a prospec-
tive scholarly article should be rejected without further review or
forwarded to expert reviewers for meticulous evaluation. With
the exponential growth in scholarly communications, it is increas-
ingly becoming di�cult for the editors to manually go through
each submission and respond to the authors in a reasonable time.
Observations from editorial communications [12] and statistics [5]
reveal that a major cause (∼30%) for desk rejection is that the article
is not within the scope of the journal to which it was sent. A good
amount of precious time of both authors and editors gets wasted in
the process. �e author may have considered some other venue and
the editors would not have been burdened with the massive load of
irrelevant submissions. �is work of ours is an a�empt to mitigate
this seemingly time-consuming problem and provide a machine
learning solution to it. We strive to seek automation that would
bene�t both the scholars and editors to judge the appropriateness
of a speci�c scienti�c article to the scope of the prospective journal
and thereby assist them in making intuitive decisions. We extract
features from almost every section of a scienti�c manuscript that
could contribute to identifying its domain: Author, Content and
Bibliography. Our point of departure for this particular work is
the bibliography section of research articles. We hypothesise that

with obvious exceptions if an article belongs to a particular domain
then the majority of its references would fall in that certain domain.
Coupled with other factors, our approach ScopeJr achieves state-
of-the-art performance across six di�erent journals. However, we
agree that this preliminary work may not hold universally for all
journals as the nature of the scope of di�erent journals is di�erent.
�e current work is a consequence of our ongoing e�ort towards
an AI-assisted peer review system.
2 SCOPE DETECTION
We frame our investigation as a binary classi�cation problem of
research articles (IS: in-scope and OS: out-of-scope classes). Given a
journal J and a paper P, we seek to answer: If P is within the scope
of J. Articles already published signify that they are within-the-
scope and somewhat de�ne the domain-of-operation of a journal.
Our out-of-scope data are those desk-rejected manuscripts which
according to the editors are not a good �t to the topical coverage and
aspirations of the journal. To the best of our knowledge, this work is
the �rst a�empt towards automatic scope detection for peer review.
Journal publishers usually have their own recommender systems1
which mostly rely on domain-speci�c vocabulary match between
the prospective article and the accepted articles of di�erent journals
to throw a suggestion. A few works in literature are eTBLAST[11],
Jane[4], and certain journal recommender systems as explored in
[1–3, 13]. Our �ndings suggest that there are more aspects to
explore than merely vocabulary match to judge the suitability of
the submi�ed article. We achieve signi�cant improvement over
the state-of-the-art[6]. Our approach furnishes the potential in the
design of a system that could help the editors in identifying potential
mis�t submissions easily. However, we agree that a binary decision
will not be a welcome solution and we intend to extend this work-
in-progress to design a classi�cation system with a con�dence score
and feedback loop; also investigate the feasibility of a recommender
system of academic journals with our feature set.
3 DATA DESCRIPTION AND PREPROCESSING
We consider all accepted (ACC) articles from six di�erent Else-
vier Computer Science journals: Arti�cial Intelligence (ARTINT),
Computer Networks (COMNET), Statistics and Probability Le�ers
(STATPRO), �eoretical Computer Science (TCS), Computer Stan-
dards and Interfaces (CSI), and Simulation Modeling Practice and
�eory (SIMPAT), to build our domain lists (Section 4.1). However,
for our experiments, we use 1000 exclusive accepted articles from
each journal as our In-Scope data. We procure and curate 1000 out-
of-scope articles for each of these journals internally from Elsevier
(most of them were actually desk-rejected due to out-of-scope, and
some were accepted articles of distantly related journals2). A�er
a thorough study of these data, we come up with some important

1for, e.g. h�p://journal�nder.elsevier.com/
2Rejected articles are con�dential and hard to get



(a) Keyword overlap with past
ACC data (STATPRO)

(b) Referenced paper overlap with
past ACC data (ARTINT)

(c) Referenced venue overlap with
past ACC data (COMNET)

(d) Author overlap with past ACC
data (ARTINT)

Figure 1: Box plots of various factors across an exclusive set of 1000 IS and 1000 OS articles. �e match is in terms of overlap
of keywords, referenced paper titles, bibliographic venues and authors with respect to past accepted papers of each journal.
�e median is always high for IS w.r.t. OS articles.

observations (Figure 1). �ere are noticeable di�erences among In-
Scope (IS) and Out-of-Scope (OS) articles in terms of the keywords
they use, bibliography (papers and venues) they refer and their au-
thors when compared to corresponding past accepted papers. For
e.g., the median of bibliographic title overlap for IS articles against
ARTINT-ACC articles is found to be 43 whereas the same for OS
articles is 7 (Figure 1(b)). We observe similar contrast in data distri-
bution across IS and OS articles for various other factors (venue,
keyword, authors) as well (Figure 1). Hence we curate our features
(Section 4.2) based on these observations. We parse3 the scienti�c
articles, originally in .pdf format, to generate a corresponding .xml
document consisting of essential information within structured
XML tags. We then extract the following information from these
.xml versions: Title, Author names, Abstract, Author-listed keywords,
Body-text, Bibliographic Paper Titles and corresponding Venues. �e
extracted data are noisy, and we perform certain pre-processing:
(1) Removed editions from conference names and mapped di�erent
editions of the same conference and abbreviations into one. For
e.g., Proceedings of the 8th ACM International Conference on Mobile
Computing and Networking →ACM International Conference on
Computer and Communications Security→CCS
(2) Mapped variants of certain words in conference or journal
names via regular expressions. For e.g. Jour. →Journal, Trans.
→Transactions, Distrib. →Distributed

4 METHODOLOGY
4.1 Building Domain Lists
As the past accepted articles are strong indicators of the domain
of operation, or scope of a particular journal, we build our features
based on the information extracted from those published ones. We
pay special a�ention to the bibliography section. For each journal,
we create several exhaustive lists:
(L1) A Keyword Dictionary consisting of author-listed keywords
and record their frequency of occurrences (average 5k+ keywords
per journal)
(L2) Bibliographic Title List (average 30k+ titles per journal)
(L3) Bibliographic Venue List (average 7k+ venues per journal)
We hypothesise that for a particular journal, the relative importance
of some papers and certain venues would always be high if measured
across all published articles. �ose certain papers/venues are the

3using GROBID: h�ps://github.com/kermi�2/grobid

representative data points of that journal. Hence we extract all refer-
enced paper titles and corresponding venues from the bibliography
section of ACC articles. For each entry X in L2, L3:

V (X ) =
n∑
j=1

CitE(X ) (1)

where X could either be a paper title or a venue (journal or meet-
ing/conference/workshop) in the reference section of article j. n is
the number of ACC articles. We de�ne a novel function Citation
E�ect (CitE) which:

• corresponds to the number of in-citations of X within the
body of a candidate article j if X is a paper title.

• corresponds to the number of occurrences of X within the
bibliography section of article j if X is a venue.

(L4) Author List (average 15k+ authors per journal)
�e intuitions behind creating such lists are:
(1) Articles which are highly in-cited within a particular journal
have higher relevance to the scope of the journal.
(2) Similarly, venues which have a higher presence in the bibliogra-
phy section of a particular journal, are of higher relevance to the
scope of that journal.
(3) More an author publishes articles belonging to a certain domain;
greater is the chance that her prospective next would belong to
the same domain (authors’ favourite). We record the publication
frequency of authors in each journal separately.
4.2 Feature Engineering
(a) Weighted Keyword Match[wt kw m]: We design this fea-
ture to emphasise the containment and relative importance of the
keywords in the candidate article with respect to the Keyword
Dictionary. �e value for this feature for a candidate article Y is:

KWScoreY =
|KWY ∩ KWD |
|KWY |

×
|KWY∩KWD |∑

i=1
f (Ki )

where KWY is the set of author-de�ned keywords in the candidate
article Y , KWD is the set of keywords in the Keyword Dictionary
D, f (Ki ) is the frequency of keyword Ki as listed in D, and Ki ∈
{KWY ∩KWD }. Frequently occurring keywords are domain-speci�c
words, hence have higher weights.
(b)Title Scope andVenue Scope: We calculate these features from
the bibliography section of a candidate article Y . From the two
exhaustive lists of paper titles and venues, we calculate the Title
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Scope (TY ) and Venue Scope (VY ) respectively:

TY =
m∑
k=1
[V (tk ) ∗CitE(tk )] VY =

m∑
k=1

V (vk )

where m is the total number of bibliographical references in Y ;
V (tk ) is derived from table look-up Bib-Title List (Eq.1) andCitE(tk )
is the citation e�ect ofk-th title inY . SimilarlyV (vk ) is derived from
table look-up Bib-Venue List.[bib tit sc, bib jr sc, bib cnf sc]
(c) Author Domain Publication Frequency[adpf] For a candi-
date article, we take the summation of the publication frequency of
its authors in the concerned journal from the author list.
(d) Distance From Cluster of Similar Articles[clust dist] �e
accepted articles of a speci�c journal are grouped into clusters rep-
resenting di�erent sub-domains within the journal scope. �us the
distance of a given research article from the set of clusters formed
on the accepted articles may contribute to determine its scope. Any
outlier to such clusters may be considered as out-of-scope. With this
intuition we perform the steps in Algorithm 1. For each journal, we

Algorithm 1 Calculate distance from journal cluster boundary
1: Use RAKE[10] to automatically extract keywords from the Title,

Abstract, Introduction and Conclusion sections of an article Y
belonging to journal J .

2: Use word2vec[9] to generate the vectors of the extracted key-
words (top 30 ranked RAKE extracted keywords) from Y .

3: Calculate the document vector of Y by concatenating all the
keyword vectors from Step 2.

4: Repeat Steps 1-3 for all the accepted articles of the journal J .
5: Use Word Mover’s Distance (WMD)[8] as the distance metric

between two document vectors and generate the similarity
matrix.

6: Apply K-Medoids[7] on the similarity matrix from Step 4 to gen-
erate the clusters (Ci ) [K is determined via Silhoue�e Index;user
tune-able;can vary across journals]

7: Find the radius(ri ) of a cluster Ci as:
ri =median(distance(ci ,pj ))

where ci is the centre of cluster Ci and pj is any point within
cluster Ci .

8: Find the document vector (pY ) of a candidate article Y using
Steps 1-3.

9: Distance of the candidate articleY from the boundary of cluster
Ci is given as :

Di = distance(ci ,pY ) − ri
10: Repeat Step 9 for all the clusters (Ci ) obtained from Step 6 to

get : DY =minimum(Di )

generate clusters from all accepted articles. We then take minimum
of the distances of the candidate article Y from the cluster centers,
in order to learn how close is Y to any of the clusters so formed.

Computer Science Specific Word Embeddings. One major
contribution in executing this feature is the creation and usage of
word2vec[9] word vectors trained on the entire Computer Science
journal articles of Elsevier (to preserve domain dependency). We
processed 41737169 sentences from around 400K articles. �e em-
bedding dimension is set to 300. We choose lines of texts extracted

from Title, Abstract, Introduction, Body, Conclusions sections of ac-
cepted articles. Certain preprocessing needs are: removal of special
characters, headings, table and �gure captions, etc.

5 EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance of our system we employ a range of
classi�ers4 on our feature set. However due to the inter-dependent
nature of our features we �nd that Random Forest performs the
best across all journals. We coin our approach using Random Forest
classi�er as ScopeJr . For each of the journals we take 1000 exclusive
accepted papers as in-scope data and 1000 out-of-scope articles as
rejected data. We extract features and perform the experiments in a
10-fold cross-validation classi�cation set up. Finally we compare the
classi�cation performance of our proposed system with the state-of-
the-art Elsevier Journal Finder (EJF)[6] on the same dataset and
report the results (Table 1). EJF is a state-of-the-art recommender
system provided by Elsevier solutions to the academic fraternity
which recommends highly relevant journals to the authors for their
papers. Elsevier Journal Finder takes as input the Title and Abstract
of a prospective scienti�c article (Y ) and presents a list of 10 relevant
Elsevier journals (J ) to the user as output which s/he may consider
for submi�ing her/his article. Although the recommended journals
are limited only to Elsevier published ones, but it is to be noted
that Elsevier has more than 2900 peer-reviewed journals that cover
almost all major scienti�c domains. Although we had true class
labels from Elsevier data, we follow heuristics to determine the EJF
predicted class label of a prospective article Y : If EJF suggests J for
Y →Y is In-Scope of J otherwise, EJF deems Y to be Out-of-Scope
for J.
Baseline: We take the weighted overlap of keywords extracted
from Title, Abstract with Keyword Dictionary (D) as features. We
use standard Support Vector Machine (SVM) as the classi�er.
6 RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS
Results reported in Table 1 demonstrate the richness of our feature
set. Using our feature set with Random Forest (RF), our approach
ScopeJr performs way be�er than the baseline and Elsevier Journal
Finder (EJF). Except for in SIMPAT, we achieve an improvement
of over 20% in terms of accuracy. �e comparatively low perfor-
mance in SIMPAT is because SIMPAT has a wider scope, mostly
simulations of di�erent theories, and accepts articles from di�erent
disciplines. Since we are particularly interested in a pruning per-
spective, we report out-of-scope (OS) results. �orough analysis of
data and experimental results led us to the following observations:
(1) Bibliographic features have induced signi�cant improvements
(Figure 2) because we deduce the Bibliographic feature values from
within the body section of the scienti�c articles. When a certain
portion of a scienti�c article cites a reference, the scope of that portion
is in�uenced by the domain of referenced article. �e domain of the
cited reference exerts local in�uence on that portion of the scienti�c
article. So if many in-domain references are cited in distributed
portions of a research article, quite possibly the entire research arti-
cle falls in the same domain. We measure in-domain or in-scope by
simply counting occurrences across published articles of a certain
journal; higher the be�er.
(2) For all the journals our approach outperforms the EJF in terms
4using the popular machine learning toolkit WEKA
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Journals−→ ARTINT COMNET STATPRO TCS CSI SIMPAT
App.↓ P R A P R A P R A P R A P R A P R A
Tit.+Abs. ‡ 0.49 0.58 55.8 0.56 0.64 58.2 0.44 0.49 48.9 0.43 0.45 46.4 0.49 0.58 61.2 0.54 0.63 63.2
EJF 0.54 0.62 63.6 0.34 0.43 44.4 0.43 0.52 53.5 0.55 0.64 66.8 0.51 0.67 65.6 0.53 0.65 64.8
ScopeJr 0.89 0.86 87.2† 0.82 0.80 81.4† 0.83 0.84 83.9† 0.86 0.87 87.2† 0.81 0.95 86.7 † 0.72 0.76 72.2†

Table 1: Scope-Check �gures for out-of-scope (OS) class across 6 journals, P → Precision, R → Recall , App. → Approaches, ‡ →
Baseline using only Title (Tit.) and Abstract (Abs.) with SVM classi�er. �e Accuracy values (†) for ScopeJr are statistically
signi�cant over EJF performance (two-tailed t-test, p<0.05)

Figure 2: Signi�cance of features observed by ranking fea-
tures based on Information Gain
of precision, recall and accuracy values. �is is due to the fact that
EJF considers only the Title and Abstract sections of a research
article and uses the Elsevier Finger Print Engine5 based on iden-
ti�cation of Noun Phrases from those sections. Our method goes
beyond this idea and we use Bibliographic, Author and Content in-
formation which highly contributes the towards categorization.
(3) Some journal speci�c features (like presence of mathematical
expressions for STATPRO) may further improvise performance.
(4) For journals having very wider scope (for e.g., Computer Science
Review or Nature or Science) or multi-disciplinary in nature, this
approach may not be fruitful.
(5) Scope of a journal gets more compact and streamlined with time.
Hence experimenting with only recent articles instead of historical
ones may boost the performance.
(6) Journals SIMPAT and CSI accept papers across many domains.
Hence we observe information from several domains in their Bibli-
ography section. However for ARTINT, STATPRO, and COMNET
we �nd Bibliography generates a comparatively restricted domain-
speci�c set and hence bibliographic features proved more e�ective.
(7) Some authors co-author multiple publications in the same jour-
nal which signi�es their area of interests. New authors usually
have supervisors as co-authors; hence we do a summation of the
frequency of their publications. We see adpf feature has less sig-
ni�cance in comparison to others. However, this feature could be
important if we consider an entire domain consisting of di�erent
journals as the reference list.
7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORKS
Our work comes upon with important insights into determination
of scope of a scienti�c article. We provide ample empirical pieces
of evidence to justify our claim that if we look beyond Title and
5h�ps://www.elsevier.com/solutions/elsevier-�ngerprint-engine

Abstract, we may get a more detailed understanding of the scope
of a prospective manuscript. We believe our approach is generic
and with obvious exceptions could be adapted to other journals.
Our proposed system could aid in identifying a large number of
out-of-scope articles that reach the editors’ desk assist her to make
quick decisions, and eventually speed-up the overall peer review
process. Next, we would investigate deep multimodal learning to
extract features from domain-related journals as well as journals
having a decidedly broader scope. We would also like to investigate
how a model trained on one journal performs on another within
the same domain to address the cold-start problem for new journals.
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